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EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

TASK AND EMPLOYEE MIMED STYLES
OF BMIAVIOR. IN SELECTED

MINESam SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATORS

F. Martin Duncan, B.A., 114.A.T.
Mankato State University, 1975

H6a do differing styles of leadership behavior among school
administrators affect group morale? This research qtudy utilized
data collected from 3O randomly selected Minnesota school district
administrators,. The subjects were classified as task or employee
oriented by the mann ©r in which they reacted to their Least
Preferred Coworker on the LPC Scale, a nationally used 16 item
semantic differential scale. Employee group morale was rated by
the subjects an the 10 item Group Atmosphere scale,.

Analysis of data showsd significant difference in group atmosphere
(GA) between those groups of employees under task and Employee oriented
administrators. In addition, subject orientation eppeared to change
with increasing years of administrative experience, Employee crienteck
elementary principals had significantly more years of administrative-'n
experience and more current position years than did task oriented
elementary principals.

The study concludes that employee group. morale is significantly
different between task and employee oriented administrators, and
recommends study of the integrative style of leadership behavior,
which indicates the person's basic goal is the coordination of employee
needs and institutional requirements.

iii
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a
PREFACE

"A prince, whose character As thus marked by every act which may define
a tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free people."

U.S. Declaration of Independence
(lines 97-8)

Any prince, whose behavior is thus marked, by singular lack of

concern for his employees, disregard for the needs of his employees! or

failure to recognize responsibilities inherent within his position as

leader, is thus unfit to be a schwa executive. For in no other area

of public administratien, does the reqUirentnt for partUlpatory'decision-

Making combine more impartantUr with a necessary perception of the needs

of 'employees, as a particular concern in administration of public schools.

Thus, personally charged with the responsibility of examining leadership

style and its relationship to group atmosphere and support given by the

employee, it becomes the purpose of this study to take a small, but

hopefully significant, contribution to the study lof educational

leadership.

iv

F. Martin Duncan
August, 1975
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Chapter One introduces leader behavior as the subject of the

study, presents the problem, its importance and significance, and

assumptions and limitations within the study.

INTRODUCTIOti

Aristotle, in his Politics, described leadership 'within the

democratic process as' leadership by the many, who in a group beams

the bettor leaders

For the many, of whom each individual is but an ordinary
person, when they meet together may very likely be bettor
than the few geed, if regarded not' individually but collective-

37 for each individual among the runny has a share of

virtue and prudence, and when they meet to7,other, they become
in a manner one man, who has many feet, and hands, and senses;
that is a figucoiCi their mind and disposition. Hence the many

are better judges. .1

Hence the many becalm as one man, the leader, The act, Of leadership

singly or in groups, has been eautosined from the time of Lao Tsu (the

Tao Te , 6,000 B.C.) to most recently, within the last 50 yearn.

The graving cost of public) leadership has precipitated concern and

exam.taation of the administration provided in the public sector.

More recently, Fred E. Fiedler and the Personnel Research group,' at

the Universities of Illinois, Utah, and Washington have endeavored to

lAristotle, "Politics," The Great Books of the Wosterrt World.

9 (Chicago, 1963), p, 479,

10
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describe the behavior c leaders, and how task or employee oriented stales

of behavior affect the group in a decision-snaking situation. 'Fr= their
work his evolved a possible soarer to the demand for accountability in

executive selection. For the public seems to sense a failure in its

trial and error methods at selecting public, administrators, to which

Fiedler bas replied,

Fitting the ma to the leadership job by selection and
training has not been spectacularly succeeaul. It is surely
easier to *bang* almost any n3 in the job situation than a
manse persoss..lity and his leaden:14p Rtes. liby not try, then,
to fit the leadership job to the mast

Ccnoeivebly, then, the ultimate result of pre-selection 1.ry peracnaUty

and leadership style would be thi appointment at executives with a better.
than -guess chines to become an effective adninistretor,

any writers have also camuntad about the motivation of group)

performance, and the apparent ineoniertenay in current adad.nistra vs

timoryt which holds that consideration employees (employee orientation)
O

creates effective group perform** Murphy, however, concluded that

*superintendents who are eccouitively considerate or are very lacking in

ecesideration are less likely to motivate the ,work group to greater

activity and job performance**, Yet, administrative theorists

advocating human relations skills far administrators.

The movement for * *democratic* leadership, in the 1930's and 19401.

resulted in a very: loose' system of administrative control. cbably the

2Fred E. siedler, *Engineer tke Job to it the M
Business Review, 43 (Sept., 1965), 11.5. .

'Marcus D. Murphy, *Sou'Dimensians of Leadership 13
School Superintendents in Selected Texas School Districts,*
Abstracts, 30.1. (1969), 5203.

or of
Dissertation
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most unroalistic aspect of 'democratic' lcadoroldp was its assumption

that the loader was not supposed to impooe his personality or ideas upon

any of his staff.n4 Holland goes on to remark that a good loader often

inspires his followors. nThe characteristic of tho trained loaderoften

found in the military, labor and indutry---Io that ho looks uponomoti-

voting his group as a primary responsibility . . this is called building,

opirit.n5 Constantly, then, we coo the adoiyolotrator or loader as the

man in tho middlo. To Holland and other writorc, loadorrhip moans '

responsibility for motivation accepted from the constituency; and

accountability accepted from superiors.

The primary focus of most research, until recently, has boon tho,

traits of,effective loaders. Marphot of al. concludo that leadership

traits failod to identify offoctive leadership, just as tho whims make

the mann approach failed to explain Hitler, Musoolini, and Staii4.6 The

fact that no one could explain thoco loaders without offectivo lesdor-

ship traits, led to tho current study of "leader behavior's in a social

system.

The study of leadership presents still another contradiction when

we question the functions or roles of the loader. For example, many

persons do not clearly distinguish botwoen the loader and the holder of a

position with status in the organizational hierarchy. any persons thus

assume that the holder of an Important position in the hierarchy is, by

virtue of that, a leader. Most beihavioral scientists do not hold that

4towmrd H. Holland, nHomocratic Loaderohips boos It Abrogate
Executive Responsibility?" School Emocutivo, 79 (Nov., 1959), 77.

5Hoiland, p. 77.

()Edgar h. Morphot of al, Baoic
Part Enos Edueatimal 6zFoittaation arid
ard Tcmios WITCYjazglewood Cliffs,
PP. ri6;:27.

12
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viertr, tipham7 has attempted to solve this problem by suggasting in

duet that the term leader by restricted to the role of change agent and--

the term administrator to the roll of ma,intaining the crgaadsatiaa. It

is the pooltion iiithin this stud that leadership can be provided try an

adiimistrator in his acts of maintaining an organisationtitle: as well as in

his acts as a change agent, :leadership can "provsnt or facilitate

change.

What it leader is and what a leader does are bath very current

problems, and the genera focus of this study. One might say, by way of

narrowing_ the focus, twit public, educational, positional leadership is

under study here. By which is meant: public, as opposed to private,

educational as opposed to governmental; positictaI as opposed to

informal leadership. a Where the traits approach failed to correlata with

-attainment a-leaders* status, this study examined leader behavior in
J

a social system, and the current theory that stile of behavior impacts

upon and creates atmOsphare in the group.

'Tulare stinnarised best the focus of this study when he remarked that

the administrator mist ,recogniae the grof,essional status, worth, and

dignity of the teachers working with bin, nit a prinCipal would have a

democratic orientation ,o8 to his administrative chores, This study

exams:bled not the teachers but the orientation or style of the administrator,

- as his style of behavior hypOthetically affects group morale.

?James Upham, "Leadership and Administration Behavioral
Science and EduCational Administration, ed. Daniel E. Griftiths, The
Sizty-Third, Yearitr :the National Society for the Study of Education,
Part II, (Chicago: Thee. University. of Chicago Press,' 1964),

°Erwin Jr Juilfs, "Are Administrative .Competence and Democratic
Adsinistration, Compatible?! NASSP Bu3letin, 43 (April, 1959) , 80.
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Group morale varies from school district to district, and may be a

product of interaction between administrators and staff--way be a

product of diffeiling or homogeneous styles of behavior. Hypothetically,

group morale is seen, as related to the administrator4 style, as task- or

employee-oriented. Variations in leader styles may affect 1) group

morale as perceived by administrators, 2) subsequent group performance

in plait* schools, 3) school-cassunity relations, and 4) school personnel

practices,

STATEMNT CF THE PROS= . 4

How do differing styles of leadership behavior among school

adatinistrators afoot group morale in the decision making situation?

In this instance, the social system under investigation was the public

schools of Minnesota, the actors within the system were school

administrators. The decision making situation was one in which

adsdnistrators discuss problems, explore possible consequences, and

reach tentative decisions about problems. Group morale was based on

the quality of leader-member relations as perceived by the leader,9

as determined by the Group Atmosphere scale, The task- or employee-

oriented styles of' behavior were determined by the Least Preferred

CdWorker Scale, a projective personality device developed by Fiedler

and associates."

9Allan B. Postbusa, "Normative Data on, the Least Preferred Co-
Worker Scale (LPC) and the Group Atmosphere QueStionnaire (GA),',
National Technical Information Service* Organi)zationitl Research, Univ.
o... "°Wit173 7,-1-976717.

"Fras A Theory of Lea.dershin Effectiveness by Fred E. Fiedler,
1967.. Used with permission of McGraw-Bill BooloCo.

14
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In reviewing recent research which investigated styles of leader

behavior, it was found that Fiedler and his associates bad dealt

almost exclusively with military and industrial studies at manageeent,

authority, and the resulting group effectiveness. Fiedler, in

_discussing the untrol and influence of the leader, comments that,

fro* a theoretical as well es azi intuitive point of view,
the interpersonal relationship between the leader and his
group members is likely to be the most important single vari-,
able which determines his paver and influence 11

While this staidy did not propose to 'examine the effectiveness of the

anployee or administrator groups in the public schools, it attempted to

determine the effect of differing ,styles4of behaVi.or upon group morale

within Hypothesis One.

Current literature 'on leadership styles sums to also suggest that

increasing years of experience increases the admitistritors' tendency to

be more task oriented, and less asployee oriented. A study of authori-
,

tariaaism (task-orientation) by Peterson showed that the level of

authoritarianism was found to correlate positively with age.32 Seeman,

in reviewing the literature, reported that "the mai significant trend

is that 'old hands* tend to report less initiating structure and

more domination, a measure of task-orientation," 3

13Fred E. Fiedler and Martin M. Chasers, Leadership; and

Effective Man cement (Glenview, 31s Scott, Foresman and. Coot-1970
p bif

22Gary D. Peterson, ',Personality Authoritarianism and the
Perceived Leadership Behavior, of North Dakota Administrators,"
Dissertation Abstracti, 29A (1968), 3812.

13Meivin Seeman, Canparis of General and Specific tender
Behavi!or Descriptione," Leader Bohavi.rs Its Descri tion and Measurement,
eds. Ralph M. Stogdill &7Ai:rrin B. C s. Re march MonogrrpE 88, Mired*

of lewdness Research, Ohio State University, 1957), II,. 95.

15i



Generally, the research seems to suggest that increasing years of

ecperienee result in an increase in task-orientatice, hence E7Pothecte

.Two. This study examined both total years of eperience and ,years inx

the =rent positicm, as well as *vitas a possible source of variance

within the effect of experienoe wax styled of behavior.

Hypothesis Three proposed that time spent in deoisionssealdng

conferences affects task and employes, orientation in school administrators.

If the time spent in conference situations is a reflectios of the

achsinistratorts style at behavior, then it was felt that, there could be

* aigniticant relationship between task and sayloyee oriented styles of

hchivi cr. and the time spent ocateretoos.

Hypotheses

Hypothesis Cues Task and eaployee oriented *Vies of behavior among

school administrators affect group =rale in the decision asking

situatiosx.

BYPahesis Twos Task and employee axle ntect styles at behavior

smug school. administrators are affected bY schdniatrativo exPerian041.

Hpothesis Threes Time' spent in decisionftmaking conferences affects

task and employee oriented styles of behavior.

fl AN= AND SIGNIPICANCE

The weight of evidence from research leads to the ocnolveion that

'more can be learned about leadership Toby centering attention upon leadership
I

acts than %Won it/adorn. The essential element in leadershlz is that tots

tee :2L1 ilea which affect hohavior."14 Thus, it became important to irroestigate

314Roald F. Campbell, John H. torba113r. Jr., and John A. Ramseyer,
Xntroduction to Educational Adetnistratica (3rd, ed.) s Boston, A117n and.
Boxer Inc.. r§ .66757-1697-

16



styles of behavior, or styles of ,faction"' which affect behavior. Many

writers have tended to point, to two clusters of behavioral styles which

have been the focus of most leadership research. These clusters of

behavior have been labeled as autocratic, aUthoritarianit task-oriented,

and initiating on one hand versus democratic,, equalitarian, permissive,

group-orionted and considerate on the other, The leader either can make

decisions and direct group members or he can shire decision making and

coordinating of events with the withers of his group, "He can use th4

proveibial stick or the equally proverbial carrot for motivating his

members, AU those methods, and any ccabination of them, have worked in ,

sone situations.. ., The problem of what constitutes the best leadership

style has, in tact, been one of the jor controversies in: the area,45
o

This study did not propose to d Ana tithe best leadership style ti -

but to amine behavior in the decision making situation. As .Jacob

"qetsels points out,

to lead is to engage in an act which initiates a structure
in interaction with others, and to folloW is to engage in an
act which maintains a structure initiated .by another .. the

. nature or the relationship depends upon the operating lea
ship4ollowership styles in the particular social systeMe

.Leadership style may be said to define the nature of the relationship,

as style relates to and impacts upon the decision making situation

between adrinistrators In the area of pvblie school *dm inietration,

very little research has been attempted Which exaMines leadership style
s.,

in relation to given variabless group atmosphere, years of administrative

0110111=111/6.11111111.1/

150 edr E. Fiedler, A Theory of Leadership Effectiveness, (New
Yorks McGraw-Bill Book Co., 1967). p 1f4

16.1aa017 W. Gtvas. JAMS M. Upham, and Roald F. CrPb021
Educational Administration as" a Social Process, (New York, Harper &
ITOW-MY;
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experience, and time spent in decision making conferences, Many writers

SUM to think these variables may be those' ybich to a large measure

affect the decision raking etyles of the schoOl coecutive, and directly

affect group performance. and school commnity.relations. The importance

of this study, then, lay in its examination of group atmosphere, as

perceived by task and employe* oriented administrators.

The study has implications fi;administration, in that the results

present a description of leadership styles Among varying conditions of

group morale which could be applied to school motivation pra otices, to

paw:culla management, to publio relationi efforts, and the concern for

participatory decision making.

ASSIIMPTXOtt

%The variables affecting each task within a school district are

assumed to be haiogeneaus among similarly sized school districts.
,E)

LIMETATUNS

Li nation "ones The total universe from *dal the sample was drawn

was restricted to all Minnesota school districts limited to throe administrators

Limitation Twos The quality Of loader-atember relations, inter.

preted as group morale, was limited to group atmosphere as perceiyid by

the administrators within tit: district. .

DEFINITIGIS

toadershinc The influencing of the actions, behaviors, beliefs,

and feelings of 01411 actor in a 5ooial system by another actor with the

willing cooperation of the actor being influenced?. 7

17Morphet. P. 122. ,

18
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Leadership, stztes Behavior of an individual which describes a

motivating need-structure of that individual in various leadership

situations.

Task Orientations Behavior of an individual which indicates the

parson's basic goal is to accomplish the task, and derive self-esteem

from successful achieveaeit, sts,determined by the Least Preferred Co-

Woricer Scale Ma.

Employee orientations Behavior of an individual which indicates

the personss basic goal is to brie strong emotional and affective ties

with others; and to derive self-estsrem frees successful human relations

_efforts as determined bY.the Least Preferred Cdiorker Scale (wc),

Integrative orientations Behavior of an individual which indicates

the person's basic goal is the coordination of employee needs and

institutional requirements.

Grp Atmospheres A rated perception of the quality of leaderr

meriber relations, as perceived by the siol district administrati or on

the Group Atmosphere scale.

Decision Ma'am, situations A Con.ference situation in-which two or

more actors exercise ,leadorship within the social system by influencing

actions, behaviors, beliefs, and feelings with the willing cooperation

of the actor being influenced,

ORGANIZATION CV MR STUDY

Chapter One introduces the study of leadership behavior, the

statesserst of the problem, impOrtance, assumptions, and limitatitni of

19
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the etv47 Chapter Two reraleirs related 3,iteratur. with especial- emphasis

as Studies-in teaderiphip Style; Task: and Employ* Crientationi Group

Morale. Chapter.,Thr* pressiais the research design; the method,

initnwiantir, and analysis procedures. Chapter tour presents the

research findings, organised by nciamative data for the study and data for

each at the three bypatheses Chapter Five concludes the study with a

emissary of the problem findings, conclusions, and readatendations tar

research and recassindations for administrative theory,

20



Chapter Two

REVIEW CF RELATED LITERATURE,

Chapter Two presents an overview of past leadership studies which

have attempted to deal with what a leader is and what a leader does.

This overview is followed by a review of task and employee oriented

behavior, group morale, and the decision-making situation. A summary

concludes the review of related literature.

STUDIES IN LEADERSHIP SIMI

Earlier studies investigated "democracy" and "autocracy" as

observed behavior in groups. Lewin and Lippitt, 'in 1938, concluded

from observation and analysis, that there were in the autocratic group.

1) higher tension, 2) a feeling of Illness," 3) 30 times more hostility

covered to the danocratic.group and 4) disorganisation when authority

was removed. The democratic groups, on the other hand, demonstrated

1) more cooperative behavior, 2) an objective attitude, 3) higher

constructiveness and 4) a higher degree of unity,1 In a later study

of group behavior, Haythorn studied authoritarian and equalitarian leaders.

and followers. He concluded that the behavior of individuals in groups

hurt Lewin and Ronald Lippitt, "An Experimental Approach to the
Study of Autocracy and Democracy* A Preliminary Note," Sod...47;41a,
1 (Jmuta*: 1938), 298-99.

21.



is dependent on the personalities of other group members, x.. ,the

behavior. of leaders is, to a significant degree, a tunctiomi of the

attitudes or personality characteristics of the followers,

But these early studies relied heavily as pure observation as a
skythod of analysis and desyription. During the 1950tes the try te
approach in the social sciences became predcednent. In order to classify

leader behavior by traits, Hemphill et el., at the Ohio State University'

Personnel Researoh group created the Loader Behavior Description

Questionnaire (L8 Q) which identified nine dimensions of leader
behaviors 1) integration, 2) amenzication, 3) produotion emphasis,

representation, 5) fraternisation, 6) organization, 7) evaluation,

8) initiation, and 9) doorbtatice. These nine areas provided a frame-

work for the collection of specific items of leader behavior which were

later. closely examined, and trouped into two +1W:tie-ions, Consideration

and Initiating Stracture,4

However, in trying to describe behavior of leaders, Hembin,

concluded that,

the considerable number large differences between
corresponding pairs of correlation coefficients 'make it
clear that leaders tend to wane or describe their own
behaviOr differently than subordinates describe and evaluate
tile behavior of leaders.?

21.T. Hearth= et al. The !treats of Varying Cad3irlAtion. of
Authoritarian and Hquatirarien Leaders and pollowersin Journal af
Abnormal and social Psycholo7, 53 (1956), 218,

'John r. Hemphill and Alvin No Coons, eDsvelorasent of the
leader 'Behavior Description Questionnaire,0 leader Behaviors Its
Description and Xeasurement, eds. Ralph StogdIll and Alvin E. Coons.

'(i 0111Airell HotiogriNIVErresu of Business Research, Ohio State
University, 195?) pp. 6-08.

alnev,hin and Coons, pp, 114.

Sliseplinl and Coons, p. 19,

. 22
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Murphy, in another shyly of the LBDQ, investigated behavior by two

dimensions of leader beliaviers 1) tolerancd of reedas-and role assumption,

and 2) consideration, and produoticn emphasis. Mul'phy found "a staff's

deseriPticts of the behavior of a school superintendent is more 'accurate

than the superintendent's description of his own behavior.6

Consequently, it T113 determined that the LT3DQ device was only valid

at an observational, device of perceived traits of leader behavior.

Weabking concurrently with the -Ohio Personnel group, the Personnel Research

Group at they University of Washington developed the Least Preferred Co-.

Worker Scale (LPC), a 'projective dsvice which enables a subject to project

his internal feelings, attitudes, values, tir needs to a coworker.. Thus,

the subjeat unconsciously reveals himself as he reacts to his least

preferred coworker.

Fred E. Fiedlir, in using-the-least Preferred CoWorker Scale,

(LPC), developed his Contingency Model Theory? which examined the

control and influence of business executives. Breid.fiy suzsuarized, the

Contingency Model proposes that the effectiveness -of an exocntivo is

contingent upon 1) leader-member relations, 2) the task structure, and

3) position power,8 which together create the favotableneas of the

situation in which the admiiistrator functiees. Thus, the effectiveness

of a group orgorganization,

6M was D. Murphy, "Some Dimensions of Leadership Behavior at
"School Sup tendonts in Selected Texas School Districts," Diocertation
Abstracts, 9) 3203.

?Fred M. Fiedler, A Theory f 7,oadership Effectiveness (New Yorks
McGraw-PM Book Co.,, 1967T.

0Fred E. Fiedler and Martin IL Chewers. teaderehi and Mfective
Management (Glenview. ILs Scott, Foreman & 1 Vi



depends upon the proper match between the leader's
personality and the degree to which the situation provides
hiss control and influence* .task motivated leaders tend to
perform best in very favorable and unfavorable situations while
relationship-motivateA leaders verform best in moderately
favorable situationa*/

In a teat of, his eintingane7 thorf, Fiedler and the Belgian Navy

totted iniethor ctaturally homogeneous task groups would: perform

significantly better than heterogeneous task groups on three types of

tasks*" Ho found that,

* *groups under'isanaging, task...controlling (Low LPC)
leaders performed beet in yery favorable group-task situations
as well as in group-task situations which were relatively =-
favorable or very unfavorable. Permissive conoiderate group.
oriented (Bich LPQ) performed best in situations inter:medial,*
in favorablenesseLL

Fiedlerss *Contingency Model* Theory, then, postulates that the

effectiveness of a group is contingent upon the relationships between

*leadership style and the-degree to-whieh:tb group liittiiition enables

the leader to exert influence.',12 This ettbly, although noVeocartining

the effectiveness of school adadmistrators or the performance of school

employees, is indebted to the work of Feidlor and his *moisten*

Variables Affectin3 Leadership

Other studies of leadership style have attempted to examine

various variables in relation to the behavioral style of adminiatrators,

. 9Fiedler and Cholera, fo:1, 140,

"Fred,E. Fiedler, *The Effect of Leadership and Cultural Hetero-
geneity on Croup Performer*** Journal ur Experimental Social Psychologl
2 (July, 1966) 237-64,

23Fiedler, *Effemt of Leadership,* pp. 237.4,

0

12$11E1 Ur, 7110017, P
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Harrell studied- leadership style; and imovatim, and found there was a

tendencry for apprconatately two - thirds of he principals Name persona

characteristics were inclined toward an idiographic orientation [employee-

Orientec9 , and an open belief system:. ,i113 to be in schools with a

high rate of innovation.

Olean studied the congruence and dissonance of environment' sith

thi needs of the individual, and found the most effective leaders wore

significantly more congruent with their academie environment than the

least effective leaders.14

Eiden et al. studied taw authority structure within control, multi.-

unit, and Individual Prescribed Instruction (IPI) schools. Control

-fir

schools had principals Has the pxedaiinant 'authority figure in a.

consultive relatianshipa5. where clacsroma instruction decisions were

made. Unitised and IP/ schools, on the other hand, "show a significant

movveteitt frail ccesultive types of authority relations to a more"

participative type of rolationship."116

13L1oyd W. Harrell, "Innovative Tendencies of Elementary
School Principals as Related to Solf-Percoption *f their Leadership
Style, Eolict Systems, Reference Group Identification, and Value
System Orientatim,Y, nicsartation Abstracto, 3% (1972) 2617,

1%837 F. Olson, Conryraenco atd risaonanca in the col
of pdtnatkenra. Adithrr_intratac:a lig

"rf7576
DircixtraTa=1 n

Pat ,t,n7711 F,rvA.Ifiml, nrfial-H7.0aciFte
Univorat7; p. 17.

1-5TerrY L. Edell et al. ,Innovativenems and the Ortlatlicsaticesti
Attributta. eboar , (greeTir), c. n ConUr ter Ad.vaneed Allay or
EctueTticatal. Aealitictlatiou 1969). Paper - presented at SYr:0031117, 116
Innovativoneim and the Organizational Attributes of schools, AM Annual
Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, .1969, p. D-6.

160411 et .1., pp. D-6-4.:

2t)
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In a study arelnPloYee flatillfaction,,Grassie and Cares divided

teachers into non-profossional and professional-orientation groups of

Subjects (SO who rated their schools. on 07.imate, bur eaucracy and

satisfaction. They Sound the professional-orientation group were able

to express satisfaction din a setting characterized by considersite and

trustful leadershipnl7 in the absence of a rigid hierarchy of autho.rity
r

and detailed organizational constraint. However, Graseie and Cares felt

that modifieatiorui to structure and aeadorship quality would not improve
,

lutist ction in the'ncal-professional Orientation group and right reduce

the of the other group,18 ,,,

f)
Research of training to improve Inman relations skills was

reported by Fiedler, who concluded that training an,inavidUal to

behave in a Considerate or employee-centered manner iras' ineffective.

Me data suggested that an individual's behavior is deterretned largely

by the motivational system and the degree to which the' pardon's ,

attainment of goals is tracer* or threatened,19 lift concluded that,

prodding individuals with &M e, be they to improve
htran rol,ationa or technical conpatence, mag increase the
situational favorablonoss and in this way bring aboUt changes

in loader :hip behavior. This means that leadership training
should result in better performance for some, and in -oorer
performance for other leaders. Recent research does,-iii-fict
show this to be the case.20

17McOrae C. Grassi. and Brian W. Cares, "School Structure,
Leadership Quality, and Teacher Satisfaction," Educational Adnhilatration
guartoriz, 9 (Wintor, 1972), 2A,

1Grassie and Cares, p. 25.

19Frod no Fiedler, Varsonality, Motivational Systems, and
Behavior of Rich and Low LI,C Persons," Etrsan Relationa, 25 (Number,
1W2) 1407.

2°Fiedler oPereonalityln p. 40?.
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xn "seam, we see at.----,71Ut-leacili*- style his been investXgateci---

with in eye to other' variables, such as innovation, congruence and

-dikesonance with the environment, the authority structure, employee

satisfaction, and training for Inman relations skills. Other related

-literatures reviewed next attempts to describe behavioral style br

Isotivsti.oual needs.

Other Descriftions of Behavioral en!

Gotta ls and Guba, in 193?, first preseztted their model of

behavior in a social system, in which they proposed that most

behavior falls within the naltothetle or idi;ographic &menaces.

They described these dimensions as maximising the role and role
,

expectations (ncataletiol or macimising persongity and need-dispositicas

(idiographic), Their model also depicted wroup morale as resulting

krom feelings o belong:11We=

xthin the employee.22

rationality, and identifiluation

Another shady, Theory X-Theory I of Douglas MoGregor23 proposes

that managers are either task or employee oriented, respectively, in

their behavioral orientation -Ward employees. Blake and Mouton in The

nata,1 Grid24 propose a 1, 1.too 9, 9 grid of 13eberelor in which managers

are task oriented in the 9 1 pos3 ace. emPloYee oriented in the 1, 9

position. Where Getsels. and Guba hypothesised that effectiVe

managerial behiVicas integrated the Motivational needs of employees

J. W, Getselte and E. G. Guba, "Social, Behavior and the
Adninistrative'rrocess, Sehool Review. 65 (W,inter, 1937) 42,411.

22Getsels and Guba, pp. 43840.

23Douglas McGregor. The Rumen Side of Orterpris. (Now Yorks.
1960).

01*Rthert R. Blake and Jane S. Mouton. The Managerial Grid
(Houston Guir.Publishing Do., 1960.

27



managers, Blake and Houton propos4A-tUt111-9.9 position of

behavior did indeed integ;rate employe* stud institutional requirsoasete,

19

as proposed in Theory X by McGregor.

More recently, Sergioviumi and Ca.rver25 discussed the motivation

needs of closure seekers and responsibility seekers,

Closure seekers are primarily interested in accomplishment,
coonce, pride and recognition. 4, Aesponsibility seekers
are primarily interested In responsibility and personal
growth. "Closure seekers are largely task-go:tented. ,have
relatively specialised ccapetencies and skills. 'Responsibility
seekers, on the other hand. .are .more interest;d, its pro-.
feesional people than in professional content. While closure
seekers work very hard to keep-up in their areas of
specialization, responsibility seekers are willing to spend
less time in keeping up but more time in developing int
rr:12__nal.. and organizational skills, (linderlinitg nine

Thus, the motivational needs' of a leader are a way of describing the

person's behavioral, style,

Sergicvsnrd, Metscue. and Burden investigated teacher preferences

for leadeisiip style, and hypothesised that style preferences would

vary with the need (avoidance or approach) orientations of teachers,

They found, that whatever the need orientation type, "teachers soma to

prefer integrative leadership sties- characterised by both initiating

structure (systems orientation) and consideration (person orientation)027

5Thavais J. Sergiovanni and Fred C, Carver, The New school
Executives A Theory, of Administration (New =arks Dodd-, Mead Si Co.,
1975)7"

26Sergiovanni and Carver, p. 82,

Thases J. Sergiovasuli, Richard Matzo:rust and Larry Burden,
"Toward a Particularistic Approach to Leadership Styles Some Findings,"
Educational Administration Abstracts 4 (Fall, 1969) 54,
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The precedg-descaption o3 integratiie-1-ea 3111-/-)0tyle prompted

the definition. of ,integrative orientation (page 11) 3 a description of .

the behavior of administrators located in the middle cssiond and third.

quartile,' of the LPC distributions

In then, we can see that other desattptionis of behavioral

style, as related to motivational need, include nmaotbetic-idiographio,

Theory X- Theory T, closure or responsibility seekers, integrative, or as

characterised by position on the managerial grid, 'Earlier studies of

democracy-autocracy in the organisation failed to identity what a leader

does, as did., the traits approach of the 19501Si Observation and

description of behavior failed to correlate with the true..personality

needs-disposition of the administrator, And the contingency Model

proposed that power, leader...weber relations, and task structure

determined the. effectivkme.ss of i manager, Other ;ariables relating to

leadership style have been discussed, and next, task and employee

orientation are reviewed,

TASK AND EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION

Task orientation indicates the persons* basic goal is achievemen.t:

where employee orientation indicates the need to have personal relation.-

ships with employees.

Doyle and Ahlbrand studied task.. and human relatiofis-oriented

leaders and the relationship of their orientation to group productiiiity;

measured by generation of ideas in an instructional problem-solving

experiment. They found the human relations...oriented principals to be
a

more supportive of teacher's ideas "while task-oriented principals

'y 29
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are more. critical (non-supportive) of teacher's ideaall28

Where Doyle andAblbrand studied only the orientation, Maher studied

'teacher expectations and perceptions of principal leadership behavior

in collective zp getiations, and found their percoptions of behavior to

be inaccurate. u more importantly, Maher concluded that,

Role-pfersonality4inflict is present in the leaderphip
behavior situation of elementary school princiRals regard-
less of the collective negotiations situation.4Y

Teacher perceptions of behavior in negotiations situations are inaccurate.

Hole-personality conflict appears to be,present in some situations, while

teak or employee orientation creates varying levels of perceived` support

for ideas.3°

On the other band, Sampson investigated. Fiedlerla conception of leader

orientation by comparing groups with leaders oriented toward the sociasatric

stars of the group with groups whose leaders were oriented toward their,

sociometric isolates. He found that groups ledbytrainers oriented

toward most-liked group members wore more effective --'-in terms of meMber

satbefaction and group aciaieveMent, than weregroups led by trainers oriented

toward least-liked grouplmeMbers,31 However, Sampson's study of group

effectiveness sheds little light on the concept of task and employee orienta-

tion, but does indicate that high LP,C persons have effective group performance.

28Wayne J. Doyle andWillian P. Ablbrand, "Hierarchical Group
Performance and Leader Orientation," Educational Administration Abstracts,

9 (Winter, 1974) 43,

29Edwurd J. Maher, "An Analysis of the Leadership Behavior of
Elementary School Principals as Perceived by School Personnel in
Selected Collective Negotiations Situations," Dissertation,Abstracts,
33A (1972) 2660,

3°Doyle and Ablbrand, p. 45.

31Edward B. Sampson, uLeader Orientation and the T-Group
Effectiveness, Educational Administration Abstracts, 8 (Spring,

1973) 59.
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The Least Preferred CoWorker Scale -(1,PC) is1P.depigned to give a

measure of the motivational- needs within a person, which Create

behavior or "action within two dimensions.- The subject is asked to

rate his least preferred coworker on a 16 item semantic differential

scale, fran which an averaged .score_places the subject as,high or low

LPC. We can visualize the high. LPC individual (who perceives his

least preferred Coworker in a favorable Manner) as a person who

derives his major satierfaction fran successful interpersonal relation-

*hips. Cs the other hand, the low LPC subject perceives LPC in a

-very 'unfavorable manner, and he ies a person who derives major satisfaction

trot* task performance.32

Task or employee orientation is not a measure of the teacher

perceptions of ad?nistredwebehavicts Jellaba's Study, nor is it

specifically a measure of support for chers, as in D -and Ahlbrandi e

research. Task or eip' ,loyee alintation, as measured by accei 00-' or

rejection of a _Joist preferred coworker, is.. an orientation toward the

role expectations.iftesk) of the joia or personality need-dispositions of

the ,employees.

,t0D1) IMAM

This study has defined scup atmosphere as a rated perception of

the qualit leader-member relations, as perceived by the school district

itdministra cot the Group Atmosphere scale. Group morale then is

grinongsous wi group atmosphere. The level of affective leader-member

relations is deed by means of -the group atmosphere scale, bi-polar

32Fiedlor 411Ta. pp. 45-6
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adjective, scale siidlar.te the Semantic Differential, an which the

leader is asked to describe, the climate of his group. "33

Fishbein 1141.. in A recent sturdy, investigated leadership effectiv-

nen, and found that,

23

tho leader-umber affective relation was, .the most
important single determinant of rsicl =Notations about
the most affective loader's behaviors in all: cases* the
affectivo*rolations dimension accounted for/more than 5O
oft the controlled Variance in those expectations [+' laboratory
situation, Ss asked to estimate loader be/hail:0 .)at

Prom Pi-shining it qould be concluded that affective loader-member

relations are hypothetically a large element of leadership effectiveness.

But group morale, according to Marphot,6 a7..a5 appears to be a function

at bow well the school meets individual needs, and whether the formal,

organization has established goals accepted by all the actors,

Each informal group has two principal goals s group
achievement and group maintenance. Each -group defines its
own achievement goals. The group maintenance gin/ is attained
when both group and individual needs are substantially net
and stemboro,got saticra.ction from group membership. When &
grotip COZtii11103 to attain its two primary lg.,. , the moraleis high; but if it fails .the morale is lowe)

Horplaet ct_gi, continue by pointing art' that a formal organization without

goals. accepted by its eseetbera, has no authority and the **morale of the

actors in this organization is low.iin

331iedler, "Effect of Leadership," p. 250.

3 Marron Fishbein et al, , "A consideration of Two Assumptions.
tindor3,ying Fiedler's Contingency Model for Prediction of Leadership
Effectivenessgo American. Jocatml of PsvuholortY. 32 (December. 1969) 46?.

33Edgar L. Morphot et al. psis Principles, Concepts, and tames.
Part One Educatien.A er,rani.mtien and Ailnuanntratlantreirr)d. = Engler
=fat OTTAMEO±aall, Inc., 57.7.

ft

36Morphet fit, al.,. pp, 144-5,

37/forPbot at. 40 P. 145.
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Normlzficthercarybe-seen-sura-deteradnant-of-lissulershipeffective»

ness,, but related to hint well the school iseets,ludividuall needs and has

osstablished-goals accepted by zumbers; In terms of climate, as a measure

of morale, Grassi* and Carss found eat more of the schoOls in their

study bad closed climates than had open climate:08 Blumberg found that

',differences In perceived supervisor behavioral style were related to

differential morale scores in a statistically significant manher.,139 Zn

smother study; the principals positive quality of regard for teachers

wail a determinizig factor in the organisaticaal climate of the school.4°

Graeae ld concluded that,

affective letider-mea' relations is an important situational
determinant of the kinds of and incidence of behaviors exhibited
by leaders* *a leader's behaviors are a function of, not only
of ;It bait also of the supportiveness of his sob-
ordinates,

And in susuary, Eriksen reported the following °mansions frog a

study of morales 1) interpersonal. administrative morale is situational,

2) the superintendent structures the role of the principal, a big teeter

in morale, 3) morale permeates the entire staff, and 4) morale in htizan

relations is the ket to administrative success:*

380rasiii and Carss, p. 21

39Arthur Blumberg, ',Teacher Morale as a function of Perceived
Supervisor Behavioral Style,'" Vttokt.ictl Adninistration Abstracts, la
(SPAM. 1969) 37.,

40 ,244 c. Feiner, A Std or Prkteli.24 Itaitt Palwrior and
Cemtrastitil: OrpanizationA Nvirentnto, A papor preson.Xtrar American
EditetaCtal Research Association Annual Meeting, Nth, Chicago, XL,. 1972,
p. 31*

s. 411Ale Gruenfeld, D.E. Bane., and P. Weissenberg, I,The behavior of
task-oriented (Low LPC) and socially oriented (Bigh LPC) leaders under
several. conditions' of social. support," Journal of social Psychology, ?9
(1969) 106.

44sater B. Erikson, "A Critical evaluation of the Superintendent.
Principal Administrative Relationship in the Elementary Schools of
Scluthern ealifornia,ft luslaziat..ion Abstracts; 21 (1960) 1434

......



Within this review of group raorale9.stadies, can be seen concern for

the principal's role, morale as a situational determinant at leader

behavior, ,and the 'relationship of morale to individual needs and accepted

school goals. In one study, by Fishbein et alit" group morale was

determined to be a large element of the leader's effectiveness. It

becomes evident, then, that group morale is both_cosplex and interrelated

-with.-the behavior of adeinistrators. It Was the purpose of this study

to examine the effect at tack awl employee oriented acbdn strators upon

group morale, as determined by-the:Group Atmosphere -S

THE DECISION MAIO:NO COWERETICS

All leader-sember interaction occurs in a d isicn making

Neonferoncills be it a casual meeting in the or a more formal

sleeting in the leader,* office. These inter ctices ooCcr between

actors within the social system, the schoo orgeniiation, in which

leaders =erase both formal and functional authority. Haug, in a

discussion of both formal (authority of position, authority of

legitimacy) and functional (aithoritY afi competence, authority of

person) authority. concluded that,

...the ultimate source of the supervisorts influence,
and thus power, would be in hie fermi autbc,itv through
Itritirrtev and vointorcou *by MrirritIF at cornotence
and most weakly by mrs....Lcautt.tz of mrLan Mut anrT(Ilations

Thus, formal and funottaisa authority can be seen as partially creating the

Visor /leader's power in the social school.

"fflishhein et/X.14i p. 467.

"Carl Eel g. Detsocratio Supervision and Creative Sutervisioni
Ars Thy Possible ionteca---1774 171g . Educatictit 1 )7137y7
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-----ittne-power-is-oilivesmicalt-of-tbaFtlecdurieriisking-corderencs

affecting leader .r interaction, the task at hand, Whether

structured or very fluid, is also a factor in conferences. This study

recognised that tasks vary between school districts, and accepted the

assumption that the structure of the task when otospared between similarly

sired districts, is relatively hosogeraous, or 610113,Ar (page 10)4

third variable directly affecting the interaction in a conference

is 42 effect of participation upon decision making. Vroon defines

participation as na process at joint decision making by'two .or wore

puttee in which the decisions have future effects on those making

the/x.145 The stators in the conference, according to Woos, have important

needs which are perceived to be satisfied by participation in decision

making, and which lead to positive attitudes toward those persons who

make participation possible." in a smeary of his findings, Wont

concluded that,

Authoritarians 1 toi LPOj and persaas with weak independence
needs are apparoatly unaffected by opportitnity to participate
in making decisions. On the other hand, equalitarians rifigh
and those with strong ir.deriendonce needs ti.OValOp 211124.4 positive

attitudes toward th...1.2, job and grock,tor motivation fez. effective
performance through participation.4f

From the "research and related literature, then, we coati svausarise that

1) participation in decision asking creates motivation to achieve needs,

and thus to perform in the job-task situation, 2). tasks ars an 404011141

of all conferences and represent the current roblea to be avercose,

45Victor 11. Vroms. Smt, personality neteminants of thn rffects
of Participation (tnglewood Wrts, NJs Preritirmaall. Inc.,-19-66) 71779.

"Vrtost PP. 1011.

WI/rook p. 60,
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and 5)-- authority within the social system creates power even if not

exercised in the decision making Conference,

SMART

Leadership studies haver ranged from the differences between

democratic and autocratic, between autho4tarian-equalitarian, to

studies of leader traits, and most recently, to the study of task and

employee oriented behavioral styles. 'Various variables within the social

system are differently affected by leadership styles innovation.

training, authority structure, employee satisfaction, etc. And belivior

could be described as nomothetic-idiegraphie, 9,1 (task) or 1,9 (employee)

oriented, integrativ'e, or seeking closure or responsibility,

Task and Employee Orientation are differing styles of behavior

hypothetically related to Group Morale. Lewin has described behavior

as a function (f) of the person (P) and of his environment .,(E), thus

B f(P,E)14 while Getz* le and Guba_expanded, on this to describe behavior

as a function of role ,(R) and personality (P), thus B f(R x

There are many theoretical models which attempt to explain

behavior or the motivations nwithinn people, Croft looked at behavior.

in terms of perceptions of behaviOr. Be worked with the major assumption

nthat the prinoipal, to be effective, must be able to make accurate

estimations of the perceptions that others have of his behavior. n5.0

Kurt Lewin, nFrontiers in gropp dynallicson Field Timor in
Social Sc ience, .ed. D. Cartwright (New Yorks Harper, 379W). . pp. lam'-237.

49GE;tzels
iprffiqubss, p, 42911,

50(70141 C, Croft, en ancviciesed Mindedness and Perceptions
of Leader Behavior (Ms Office oTriucation, 19647 I.79.

SWIM* Ond1110111111111mil =0011.11m..
t.
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Croft felt that bow this administrator actually-behavoirVas less important

than how bie'Ve*ehers and superintendent perceived that he behaved. He

found, however, no signifiCant difference in dogmatism, self-perception,

principal perceptions of the way their teachers and superintendents

viewed their behavior or in the actual perception of them by their

superintendents.% Whieh raises queStions: Do administrators

actually behave differently, ancL does such behaviiir affect group morale?

What the leader does, and how he manages the group can be impressed

in either of two loose He cans

(1) Tell people what to do, and how to do it, or

(2) Share responsibilities with creep members and involve them

in platuitag and'executing the task;52 His own behavior in telling people

what to do is structuring, or task oriented. sharing responsibilities,

be is employee oriented.

In terms of effective leadership and teacher satisfaetion,

prizicipal leadership style was significantly related to teacher

perceptions of decieion-making involvement by Ambrosio and Hollers

A principal's decision-making behavior,' * mtxtifestation
of the detTee to which teachers ore allowed to participate in
the decision-making process,. was perceived as being essential
to the principal's occupational role behavior leadership style?"

However, the authors found no correlation between the nonauthori»

tarian personality (a variable) and perception of involvement in
1011010.011010*.SaIN....~101141110.10/0

51Crort. p. 362,

2Fred E. Fiedler, itEngineer the Job to Fit the Manage lys Harvard.
Business Review, 43 (Sept., l96) 116.

*rank Ambrosio and-Robert W. Heller, "The Secondary School
Administrator and Perceived Teacher Participation in the Decision Making
Process," Journal of Experimental ,duration, 40 (Sumter, 1972), 12.

Si
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decision asking, tinder study here were the administrator/0 percepticus

of group atmosphere, a n'easure at morale, climate, and support for the

administrator, This study attempted to define the eftebt of leadership

style Axe Morale,

Nichael and 4101011 aumarise best the current resemrein

Much ot the recent research was based upon the notion that
a direct relation misted betweem leader behavior, its impact
upon group atora.la, and subsequent exoup performance, tin-
forbIzate3,y. itlias been difficult to pealtively camera such

simplegnotiqn, and tho relation between the behavior of the
leader and thik,perfOrInalIC0 of his subordinates has proven to be
ecttreme27 involved. Thu provision of "good leaders" or a.
high group morale, or both does not assure that high levels
of performance wEll provall These discrepancies may in part
be explained by variations in leads' styles of behavior, the
motivation of subordinates, the aftinistrative proficiency
of the loader, the capabilities of subordimates, and the
variations in perFormance measures. Differences in any of
these ccesideratione may obscure the vilationship between
leader behavior p-nd grfup pextormancs and lead to contra-
di ctca7 research co nclasicasvw

/5 Stephen R. Michael and Eitlaey R. Jones. Or anicational
liarismen (New rOrks Intext Educational Publishing, 0 p. 9



Chapter Three

RESEARCH DESIGN
9

Chapter /brae presents the research design, ari overview of the

research method, the meats used for data collection, and the
method of data analysis.

-,-

AVSEANCH NETECO)

. the intention, or this study, in, its design, was to hold ono variable,

teak structure within school districts,. relatively. banegeneefle. "Groups

in previous studies were tentatively classified on the basis at three

diriensions. These were, in order of importance, (a) tiro affective

leader-menbei relation, (b) the task 'stractture, and. (0) the power at

the leadership Peeitactf."I The assuription at the study was that, among

sobool districts limited to throe administrators, tho size of the

district would be relatively homogeneous, and that the task structure,

as a variable, would then be rolatively similar among these homogeneously

sized districts.

PerliPt

This study was d.esigned, to research eLeader-sinbere relations, or

group Ataosphorwond its relationship to teak and amp lore, oriented

1F red E. Fiedler Me Effect of Leadership and Cultural
Neterogetoity can Group Iltermance,* Journal of EntLimer....ita Social
Pq.chelomr, 2 (July, 1966),2,50.
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administrators in three posititsisi superintendent, alementat7 and

secondary principals. Fran an alphabotical list of all. districts

limited. to three adsdnistrators, a 50% randas sample of these districts
.

was drawn, and the throve administrators in each or these districts

biome* the 'subjects of the study. Subjects Were then asked to complete

and return the data instruments (described belosge) tree which the

analysis of Group Atmosphere, Task and Osp lo5ree Orientation, and other

va riables was medal,

Data Needed

The data needed for the stn.* included a) an averaged score on the

Least Preferred Coworker scale, b) an averaged store on the Group

Atmosphere seal*, a) leers of attainistratito experience, d) Tears in th'i

ciurrent positlon, *)''Subject age, and f) of weel hours

spent in conferences, ,Additionally, each subject listed his. position'

within the district and the numbers of teachers and students for ;film

Ihe'was' sioectiblic

Sources Of Data

a

The subjeato of this research were 304 Minnesota school administrators

selected randomly by districts, representiraim,5 per cent return of the

mailed research instrunent. These administrators and their orientation

in behavioral style were analysed both by groups of task and employee

oriented administrators and by position within the district. The

normative data for each of the subjects within the study population

(flashers of teachers and students) were examined for sitsiAstical d.ifferance

(discussed in Chapter Four, *Normative Date),

C`



A Biographical Questionnaire for completion by each of tbe

subjects was appended to the two research opinion/mires; It- was

telt that these biogranbical factors* as reflected in Vixitliesili two,

could 'bp influential in affecting UAW administratoris' behavioral st30140,

ibebe data requested in the siographicadQuestionnsixe (page 3,

included the subject% response to creations on 1) Sip position in the

districts 2) numbers of tssolors and students, totaling= of

administrative experience, 4) years in tbt coment posi.tion, Sig

and 6) weekly hours spent in confecrences.,

Least Preferred coworker Scale .

The Least Preferred coworker Scale, -a 44 item semantic Differential

or bi-polar adjective scale, was completed by each 'Abject. The Ss were

asked to rank tithe sorplone of your school district with wham on: vork

lealt Path whom you had the most difficulty getting a job.

-dauw*N be Scores oa each of the 16 items were then totalled and an

~Age soOre,ranging from 1.0 (low LC) to 800 (high Lpc) was than

derived.

Dure\to the sensitive mature of the, request to rat. a least preferreld

eaworkoo, the device was printed under the beading of opinionnaire One,

to avoid the halo iiffeat or it of deliberately rating n least

preferred Golorkeri eitier high or low"

The individual subjects of the study who fell in the first or

fourth Quartile of the distribution wikre than placed in the low LPG
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(task oriented) or high LPC (employee ori4ted) groups, respectively,

for analysis. A subject who viewed his least preferred coworker in a

relatively ftvorable manner produced a high LPC score, while the

subject Who viewed his least preferred coworker in a relatively vv.

favorable manner produced a low LPC score*

Group Atmosphere Scale

Each of the study subjects was then asked in °Pin/am:lairs Two

to "describe the atmosphere of your group of employees in your; school(s),"

The subjects then rated the atmosphere of their school(s) on a ten item

.bi-polar adjective scale which included 'questions such as "distant-

close," "pleasant- unpleasant," or "friendly-unfriendly," From the S is

total score an averaged score was derived ranging from 1.0 (law GA)

to 8.0 (high -GA).

The study recognized the fallot's limitations the quality of

leader-member relations, interpreted as group morale, was limited to

group atmosphere (GA score) as perceived by the administrators within

the district.

ANALYSIS CF DATA

The study produced nine sets of data for each of the 304 subjects,

Where the data was missing for one of the variables under analysis, the

case was removed from computation and analysis by the SPSS Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences, utilized by the computer center at

Mankato State University.



Analysis* Variance

Due to the uneqtal number of S Is in resulting analysis cells,

t-tests and Ono Way Analysis of Variance war° applied in analyzing the

data. In examining the statistical difference between administrator

positions for'neuebers of teachers and students, t-teats and One Way

Analysis of Variance were applied to examine the statistical dif-

ference) 'between districts viewed hypothetically as homogeneous in

'sise (discussed under Normative Data, Chapter 4). For the remaining

variables, Adxdnistrative Experience, Current Position Tears, Time in

Conferences', t-tests and One Way Analysis of Variance were applied between

the Task and Employee Oriented (law and high /PO) groups of administrators,

as a total group and broken dam into positions.

Fbr Hypothesis One, new significant differende in group morale

between task and emploYee. oriented administrators's) a Chi-square test

of significance was applied to the data broken down into task,

integrative, and employee orientation versus group moral. in four

Quartiles based on the national mean and. Standard. Deviation, producing

a 3 by zi table.

Analysis of COVariincs

One of the .factors, Age, was felt to contribute significantly to

another factor, Administrative Experience. As a result, an analysis of

covariance was applied to age' and exporieno. EYPethetiee137, it was

seen as possible that a high correlation of age with experience would show

that any relationship at experience to task or employee orientation was

partially a result of age as almorcontage of the variance determined to

:be present between task and employee oriented administrators.

43
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Chapter Four

RESEARCH FINDINGS

Chapter Four, Research Findings, presents the dike and results

of pia, grouped into faux' areas, 1) Normative data for the

study; 2) hypothesis One; 3) Hypothesis Two; and 4) Hypothesis' Three.

The populatice or universe for this study was all Minnesota school

districts limited to three .s.dminisrbrators, Timbering 284 such districts.

To produce the research population, a 30 per cent random sample was

drawn of au school districts with three Administrators. Subjects of

the study were 304 school administratC4rs, respondents to two opinionaires,

Subjects were asked to rate their least preferred coworker (LPC) and

the gimp atmosphere (GA) within their gie oup of enplcryeee. The total

study population produced a mean LPC of 3.90 with 1.14 Standard

Deviation, as compared to es national LPC mean of 3.7l with 1.05 S.D.

The subjects were then divided into Quartiles, Firsit Quartile (1,00,-

3.09 in) being Low LPC, Task Oriented; Second and Third Quartiles
0

(3:10441 LPC) being the addle group, is referred to as Integrative

Oriented; and the,Fourth Quartile (4.72800 LPC) became nigh Wet

Employee Oriented group of subjects (Ss). The Group Atmosphere variable

produced a population mean of 6.23 GA with 0.94 S.D., as compared to

national mean 6.49 GA with 1.52 S.D. For purposes of analysis of

Yarill1110.6) the middle or integrative group, was' included in the analysis,

tables, and discutpoices,

L35
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NORMATIVE DATA

The study accepted' one assumptions the variables affecting each

task within a school district are assumed to be homogeneous among

eindisr17 sized school districts. Aenuedtngly, the numbers of teachers

and tsp,dents for Which each a.dednistretor was responsible, were accepted

as the normative data by Vlach to ampere the similarity of school

districts.

Table One presents the teachers for which each administrator was

responsible, by 'adodnistrative poottiont.. T.#.sts compered the weber

at teachers for task and emploAe oriented tdministrators in all three

pottitlema end found nont of the differences in numbers of teacher* to be

significant. However, Analysis of Variance. in the aniperintendent

position between an three orientations sitoired the number at teachers

to )3* significantly different at the .05 per .cent level of confidoncs.

Task oriented superintendents, 'significantly, bare en average of 10 more

teachers-then employee oriented superintendehts, and ken' average at 14

more teachers than integrative superintendents, The number of teachers,

however, as used in tbis study, appealed to be largely a natter of chance,

and,.there was no significant difference in the lumber of teachers under

elementary and secondary prinolpels; wharf separated by orientation.

Table Two presents the number of. students by orientation for

three administrative positions. T-tests compared the number of

students for task and employes oriented a.dmini.strators and found no

significant difference, Analysis of Verlaine for the three. orientations

7

for awl, of the three positions alio found no signifies** difference in

number of students. However, the greeter mean students for superintendents,

fve
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Table 1

Ntaber oZ Teaches by Orientatiaa
or Tiaras Adird.nistrative Positions

'Position

E0 pzi,2

TO*, 2905
Elsa. rincipa1 i, (Pe) 10 242

E0 2602

TC* 24.9
See..Ptincipie (Pp) IO 23.3

22.17

,Pepulaticn Totals. 30.0 194, 301 p
*Task Oriented, (1.00'3,09 IPC); Integrative (3.104,71 ',PC);

k

28

df F

23.9
2/
106

9.? 25
11.3 53 2/ 2.88
6.5 20 9.5

8.6 26
10.8 49 2/ 0.31
93. 19 91

Employee (4,724,00 LPC),
S.

does suggest that task oriented supozdaltendents have, A B with teachars,

a larger number ai students within their districts, than do integrative

or employee oriented superintendents.

The t"tests -Amid no -significinat difference in the numbers of

teachers or students between task and employee oriented adiiinistrators,,

Each of the-randasly selected districts tram which the subjects

.,resproded had three administrators, and were similarly sized in teachers

. and students.

r MOTEE91.9

Hypothesis Ones There *All be no sigetificant difference in group

atmosphere as perceived by task cr employee oriented adidnistraters. The

entire research population, subdivided into task, integrative, and

employee oriented administrators produced a man GA moor* at 6,25 with

t. 0.94 S.D., as cosPlutad with a nat. cad 6.49 moan GA with 1.05 9,D, This

.4(3



Table 2

Number of Students by Orientation for
Three Administrative Positions

Pvsiti moan az (N) df

TO*
Superintendent (s) to

E0

TO*
Elam. Principal (Pe) to

BO

TO*
See. Principal.° (Ps) to

BO .

PoPlation Totals

,0 *Task Oriented (1.00-3.09 LPC); Integrative (3.10-4.71LPC);
Employee (4.72-8.00 LPC).

966
764
803

344
394
297

360
368
355

512

503
570
2 e

166
236 .
127

14
214

3

188

420-

19
62
a&

23
53
20

26
49
19

297

2/
104

2/
93

2/
91

1.03

1.7?

0.09

6

&taller total group distriblition, when compared to the national

distribution, indicates a 'tendency toward higher consistency in rating

the group atmosphere (GA) or employees, within the research population

of administrators.

Table Three presents group atmosphere by orientation. The means

for task and employee oriented administrator groups appear relatively

close, yet .25 (25/100) higher than the mean for integrative administrator?.

Table 3

Group Atmosphere by Adadnistrator Orientation

Orientation Mean 122.4.) df
0111M

Task Oriented Administrators 6.38 1.21 70
Inten'ative Oriented Administrators 6.13 .83 166 2/
Employee Oriented Administrators 6.43 .85 68 301

Population Totals 6.25 .94 304

** F > 01 0.0,5

3.18**

47
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The Standard Deviation for task oriented Sot, however, is .36 (36/100) wider,

than for employee oriented Ss, which indicates a tendency to rata gimp

/ atmosphere both higher and lower than the ratings of GA by integrative

and employes oriented Ss Analysis of Variance produced 'a significant

diftorenee (F.> IGO am OM) .at the .03 per Cent' level of confidence

between task and employee oriented Se, -and a significant difference

between task and integrative Ss, and between employee and integrative

Se.. The wider distribution of GA ratings by task oriented tn4ects

exPleins the closeness of mans between. employee and task oriented Se,

and explains the significant difference in. Group Atmosphere between task

and employee oriented subjects.

Bypothesi One, no significant difference between task and employee

'oriented administrators in ratings of group atmosphere, is rejected at

the 003 per cent level of confidence. The alternative hypothesis is

accepted: there is a significant difference in group atmosphere of

employees between task and employee oriented administrators.

An additional analysis, Chi Square (X2) test for significance, was

run to locate the group atmosphere trends within each of the three

orientations, producing Table A, Appendix St Group Atmosphere

Distribution by Orientation. The Chi Square test, a measure of the

variance withinthe distribution, a chi square value significant

at .05 level of confidence, indicating significant differences exist in.

the collected subject ratings of group,,atmosphere. Examination of Table

A indicates that 87 percent of the in ative oriented administrators

rated their groups at employees in itartli 3 X, IL and xxx while 83 per

cent and 82 per cent respectively of t sk and employee oriented

administrators rated their group atmosphere in the az= three quartiles.

This shift in the GA distribution explains the significant difference in

48



GA ratings. Addition* Ay, 68 per cent of /0 subjects rated their

groups in the middle two quartiles. 3.8 per cent more than either talk

or employee oriented subjects. The significant Aifference between task

fund saPlorse oriented subjects is in their actual rating of group

atmosphere, which produced a negative correlation. Task oriented

subjects tencied, to rat. their groups lower (with greater variance

from the TO group mean) than did the employee oriented (E0). subjects

who tended to rate their poups more consistently and with less variance

within tbee,E0 group and within' the total group (E0 group Standard

Deviation ups closer to total group S.D.),

Hypothesis Twos There will be no eignificant difference in

adalnistrative experience between task and employee casieuted

administratorit.' To test this hypothesis, the total years of

administrative experience and years in the current position were

collected for each S in the study. The study population produced a

mean of 13.0 years of adodnistrative experience, and a mean of 7.5 years

in the current position.

Table Four presents administrative experience in years by

actsinistrative position. There was no significant difference in years

at administrative experience between task and employee oriented

superintendents or secondary principals. Elementar principals, however,

produced a significant difference (.0,5 lemel of confidence) in

admini.strative experience. Employee oriented elementary principals bare

significantly three years more experience than task .oriented, and five

49
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Table 4

Administrative Experience in Years
borAdministrative Position

Poses,ition

TO*
to
EC)

TO*
/0
E0

TO*
/0
EQ

Mean §A).s F

Superintendent (8)

Elem. Principal (Pe)

Sec. Principal (Ps)

Population Totals

17.4
17.5
20,0

'10.0
8.4
13.2

11.3

f

11.5
9.1

13.0

5.7
8.5

-1,0

6,5
6.0
8.0

7.7
9.8
6.2

' 8,8 -

19
60
29

25
34
19

26
50
19

2/
105

2/

95

2/
92

0.966

3,764**

0.571

*Task Oriented (1.00 -3.09 LPC); Integkative (3.104,71 WC);
Employee (4.72 -8.00 WC).

**F = 0.05
0

years more experience than integrative oriented elementary principals, The

null hypothesis is accepted for superintendents and secondaryprincipals,

and rejected for elementary principals,

Table 3

Current Position Experience in Years
by Aaliniatrottve Position

loom.

Position Wan S D dr 4 ,

TO 7.5 5.8 19
Superintendent (S) /0 8.5. 6.3 61 2/ 0.182

E0 7.9 6.3 29 106

TC* 7.5 4.7 23
Elem. Principal (Pe) . 10 6,5 Si 54 2/ 5.356***

E0 11.1 6,3 20 96

4.

T00 6.0 5.2 2e
3.0. Principal %i) IO 7.5 7.5 50- 2/ 0.601

BO 6.0 3.5 19 92 pt

Population Totals 7:5 6.2 293

*Tank crientett(1.00i!3.09 2.P0)! Integrative (3.104 71),

liployee (4,72-8,0)IP0),.
***y>41,137.* 0001. ? )3,11 al Otv

90
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Table Five presents current posittou experience in years by

administrative positions There was no significant dtfference in current

positica years between task and employee oriented supeidntendents and

socendary principals. Ele mentary principals, again, produced a significant

difference (.01 lwel. At confidence) in current position years. Employee

oriented elesentary principals ism significantly 3.6 years ware

experienbe than task oriented, and 4.6 years mere current politica

experience than integrative oriented elomintary principals, The null

bypotherie is accepted for task and employe oriented superintendents

and socendary principals, and reiflooted for elotentaz7 Principals*

ETPCIEV3IS THREE

P4pothestile Three: There gall be no sigdficant difference in tine

spent in conferences between task or employee oriented administrators,

In order to eivaluate this bypothesis, each S was asked to estim3.te the

hours sperit weekly in conference situations with other administrators. The

study population produced a mean of 3.6 hours spent weddy in conferences,.

Table 6

Weekly Conference Boars by
Administrator orientation

Orientation

Task Oriented Administrators

Integrative Oriented Administrators

taployee Oriented Acktinistratars

Population Totals

Rell21

3.6

3.5

3.7

3.6

2,0

349

2.2

200

70

163.

'63

29

2/

293.

0.188

Table Six presents weekly conference hours by adodzistrativ

ariontaticas Analysis of Variance showed the differences' between task



and employee orientatica to be minimal, and not significant. ILYpothesis

Three was accepted* there was no significant difference in tilts spent

in conferences as reported by task and employee oriented administrators.

AGE AS COVARIANT OF EXPERIENCE

Initially. within the design of the research study, it was felt

that age as is. variable probably represented a portion'. of any variance.

within administrative experience and current position experience.

Accordingly, respondents were asked to indicati. their age_in the

biographical questionnaire. The 'research populatibn of administrators

free districts limited to three administrators produced a mean age of

44,6 years and $$D. of 10.4 years. One standard deviatims indicates

that 68 per cent of the 304 Ss were between 34 and 55, while 93 Per
ent of thivpopulation was between 24 aid 65 years of age.

Table 'Seven presents administrator age by. orientation ixa three

administrative positions. The mein age for superintendents indicates

a trend from task to employee orientation with increasing age, which

was not significant. Secondary principals in all throe orientations

nave exactly the same mean ages 42.0 years, also not aig ficant.. -

Analysis of Variance for the age of elementary principals produced

differences significant it the .01 per cent level of confidence.

The age of elementary principals indicates a significant trend

from integrative (39.7 years) to task (454) to employes! orientation

(48,8) with increaaing age.

Examination of Tablas if and 5, Adm inistrative Experience ma

Current Position Tears, indicates exactly the *arse trends the

behavioral style of 10:101102ittry principals changes fray integrative;
to 1

to, task,' to ampleose orientation with increasing years' of actsinistrttiv.

5
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Administrator Age by Orientation
for Tbr ©e Administrative Positions

TO
TO'
BO

TO*
10
SO

TO*
X0
E0

item df F

superintendent. (S)

V

Elem. Principal (Pe)

.sect Principal (Pa)

Population Totals

45.0
49.0
51.2

45.1
*39.7
48.0 ,

42.0
42.0
42.0

44.6

6.6
9.5
8.6

21.8
9.0
11.0

9.5
9.7
8.5

10.5

19
lit
29

25
54
20

26
50
19

303

2/
106

2/

96

2/
92

2.821

6,52,8***-

0,,000
Q.

*Task Oriented (140-3.09 VC); Integrative (3.10401 LPC)r
Vmoloyee (472-.9.00 LPC)

***F> 4.67 tt 0.01s, r> 3.31 a 0.05.

experience. This trend, and nen-signincant trends ezenxisuperintendents°

and eeoondaryrinoipale, acts to support age as a covariant of experience.

Analysis, of Ocmariance forage as a covariant of aainiiiistrative

'experience produced a relationship statistically significant at .02.

level. Results of the analysis are presented in Tables B and C,

Appendix!). The same analysin-of covariance with current positive years

produced * relationship significant at .10 per cant level of confidence.

These analyses showed age contributes to 04 percent of the variance within

administrative experience, and 34 per cent of the variance within tha

current positizz data for the 304 subjects. of the study.

Variance is the difference in administrative experience for-

cOrspaahly aged subjacts, and thus any difference in administrative

experience between the various orientations is contributed to by age

as a covariant of e exprienco.

Dom.
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Chapter Five

CONCLUAONS AND RECCAMDATICH.9

Chapter Filets presents brat a sumary of the research project,

which,reviews the research problem and findings. Conclusionti and

their implications then precede a final section of Recommendations.

DUIVART

The study proposed to COCE11119 task and employee oriented

atirdnistratorn Eras randomly selected NiuncOota public Ichools, The

dependent variable,. orivatation style of adminititettive behavior) was

compared with independent variables, gmup mo;a.e (or atmosphere),

administrative experience, and time spent in confoionce situations, The

measure of leadership style. (oriontation).used.in this study was bed

on a. EdX401 item slmantic differential scale indicating the degree to

which schob3 administrators described, eitherfavorably or unfavorably,

their least eferred coworker (tPC)4,. Group morale, as pelvetTed by

administrators, was determined Pak ratings on s, tan it seriantic

differen4al, the Group Ataospheriiiiale, Administrative experienceil

current position'years, subject aT, tiise sprisnt in,conference situations,

and number of teachers and students were taken from subjeCtss riiponses

to questions, on a biodraphical questionnaire.

Rajor emphasii of the study was to determine how task and employee

oriintsd, style/ of behavior would affect group morale, with secondary

emphasis( on atiministrative experiende and conference time as related to

4,5
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task and, employee oriented stYles of behavior. The of the study

was to provide 4 description of leadership styles among varying conditions

of group morale which could be applied to school motivation praotices

personnel anent, and participatory decision making

The 3C4 subjects of the study were schoo1.-administraters in

three positions; from randomly selected districts limitied to three

ad_...n.istratorst There were no significant differences between task and

emplo3ree oriented administrators in either miters of °here or

students to' whom they were accountable it was *seam , therefore,

that the dist-riots were'relatiiily similar in size and task structure.

However, when4ntegrative Superintendents were included, the Analysis

of Variance determined that task oriervidetruperintendents 'hid significantly

more 'teachers than integrative or employee oriented superintendents.

Ansaysis of group atmosphere produced a significant differeniV

GA score between task, integrative, and employee oriented

admini.strators (F400 zr 0.05). Chi Square analysis indicatel a

significant differencet integrative oriented Ss rated GA significant:1,y

lower thane either ,task or eaoloyee oriented Ss, while task oriented Ss

rated the GA of their employee group significantly lower than employee

oriented subjeots.

Significant diXterences in administrative experience were found to

coast for elementary principals only The differences in mean years of

administrative experience and current poriition experienoe indicated a

similleant trend from integrative to task to employee orientation in-
,

the styles '.ad elementary principal behavior with increasing years of

expirience. 'Analysis of age as a covariant of experience found age to

be contributing 60 peri cent and 34 per cent or the variance in

radrathistrative experience and current position expel/etes.
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Time spent in conference or,decision making situations, was not

significantly related"as a variable to the S's task or employee orientation,

CONCLUSIONS

I.. The relatively homogeneous means between the three orientations

for time spent weekly.in conferences (3.5, 3.7, and 3.6 hours as reported

by administrators) leads to the conclusion that an administrator's perional

style of behavior is not affected by increasing or decreasing the hours

spent with subordinates or superiors.

Analysis of experience as'a variable leads to the following

conclusions: a) employee oriented elementary principals tend significantly

to have more administrative experience than either task,or integrative-'

oriented elementary principals. b) Secondary principals tend to be more

task oriented with increasing experience. u) Superintendents tend to be

more employee oriented with increasing experience: d) Age contributes

60 par cent and 34 per cent of the variance in adminiStrative experience

andcurrent position experience, respectively, e) Table Five, Chapter

Fourepresents perhaps a contradictory conclusion: superintendents

41m1 secondary principals tend to become integratively oriented with

increasing years in the current position, which leads-to a very important

conclusion: adidnistratOrswho achieve security, and. confidence in their

current position apparently tend to ,m their orientation from the

extremes (task or employee oriented) award a middle of the road approach

in which concern is integratiVely expressed for both the expectations

of employees and the requirements of the job and institution,

III. The atmosphere or climate of a group 'of employees is affected

by the style of administrative behavior displayed by the school
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trator. A person who describes his least preferred coworker

favorably, tends to be permissive, Homan relations oriented, and

considerate of the feelings of his men. But a person who describes

his least preferred coworker in an unfavorable manner (Low LPC)----

tends to be imaging, tack controll.trvg, and less concerned with the

human relations aspects' of the job Such divergent styles of behavior,

as determined by this study, lead to lower levels of support for the

task oriented administrator, as perceived within the Group Atmosphere

scale, Employee oriented administrators have higher levels of support

(GA) for their particular style of behavior. Integrative oriented

administrators, on the other hand, have significant:If lower group

a t m o s p h e r e , l e a c h i n g to t h e conclusion th a t l a c k o f d initive control

(task,orientation) or visible human concern (employee orientation) may

lead to diminislied support and diminished group morale among employees.

IV. Fred E. Fiedler suggests that the low LPC person's feeling

of satisfaction and adjustment is closely linked to task performance,

while the high CPUs feelings of satisfaction and adjvstment are

associated with Old interpersonal relationsitil One could conclude,

therefore, that the law LPC leader's feelineaf being accepted and

liked (GA score) would be closely related to his satisfaction with his

work performance. The high LPC leader's feeling of being accepted and

respected (GA score) would be related to his interpersonal relations

with members of his group,

V. Within each of the three positions, regardless of the

administrator's orientation, factors such as teacher militancy, legal

1 Fred tiPersonality, motivational Systems, and
Behavior of Righ and Low LPC Personseff Hu, man Relations, 25 (November,.
1972), 398.
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constraints, lack of employee rewards, and the growing demand tar school

district accountability apparently result in the noticeably lower group

atmosphere mean for the entire group of administrators", The national

GA mean of 6,49 wa on military, industrial, ind business

studies of group atmosphere of employees and manners, and represents

the mean GA of employees in situations more favorable for a) rigidly

defined roles in executives, and b) freedo; to revarei employees, Such

at difference, prrhaps, explains the lower GA mean (6,25) within the

group 'of public school administrators,

Task -oriented superintendents have significantly more teachers,

and task oriented administrators have significantly differing Group

Atmosphere than employee' oriented administrators, No coneluskion can be

drawn that a larger number of touchers for libich an administrator is

accountable is related to a lower group atmosphere,

However, the trend appears to suggest that inOreasing the span of

oontrol for which an administrator is responsible may result in a gradual

change through the years to task orientation in that administrator's

stne of behavior.

. RECCOIENDATIONS

Recommendations to School Administrators

I. If there viers some aesonro of an administrative position's

orientation resulting from span of control, role expectations attaching

to the position, and personal need-dispositions which might reasonably

be fulfilled by the position and satisfactica resulting from

accomplishment, it could therefore be recommended that superiors hire

administrators and teachers whose orientation matches the job,



U, Gotta, suggests the transactional style moves from one

style of tation to the other (nonothetio or idiographic). The

ttransactional

t
tylo makes roles and expectations explicit, but takes

into account the needs or people, liThere is seneitivity to all types

of conflicts---role, personality, and role-personality conflicts

being recognized and dealt with. The mode of individual- 'institutional

integration is socialization of personality and adaptation, and

personalization of role and self-actualization, The standard of

adrdnietrativ excellence is both effectiveness and efficioncy,

is race:wielded that a) administrators seek to achieve a standard of

administrative excellence co:bitting both effectiveness and efficiency,

and b) research and behavioral studies should investigate the viability of

the transactional style in the realm of behavioral theory. The teet-rotest
.

validity of the LPC scale suggests there is no such thing' as a vacillating

motivation producing vacillating behavior. Xt is therefore recommended that

integrative be accepted as a point on the orientation spectrum in which

the integrative oriented administrator displays behavior copsistent with

and integration of role expectations and personal, need-dispositions,

both in his behavior and in the performance of his employees.

III, The several characteristics and uses of systems theory have

been listed and discussed by Griffiths.3 Systems theory is an attempt

to develop a general theory v"ich aids the description, explanation, and

prediction of a wide range of human behavior within organizations. The

Jacob W, Getzols, James M. Lipham, and Heald F. Campbell,
Bducatienal Administration as a Social Pry, ocess. New York: Harper &
Row, Publtchors, 19 s.

3baniel H. Griffiths, !!The Nature and Meaning of Theory,"-

Behavioral Science and Educational Adninintration, (Chicago: National.

Society for the Study or Education, Yearbooll Inn, Part U, 1964),

pp. 116-18.
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present study has dealt with leadership style and group atmosphere

(morale) within the organization. The integration of these concepts

into a general systems theory of administrative or executive behavior

would be * significant theoretical actsomPlishment,

And finally, it. is recomencled to sal, administrators that they

recognize the evident difficulty in raising any but small changes in their

Own style of behavior, Where the role expectations attached to a position

necessarily-conflict with the administrator's personal needs, it is recommended

that actions be taken to change policies, or failing this, the administrator

should actively seek any other position which night, in its attached role

expectations, facilitate the match between style of behavior and the job.
/

Recommendations fort Further Research r'

I. Further replication or this experiment should focus on individual

, districts, to .olininate administrators in positions longer than their
superiors, in order to anilyzo the cumulative effect on group morale whore

the superintendent hires an administrator with a simifar orientation,

Further, it is suggested that such districts be compared with distrietS

having subordinateS in positions longer than their superiors, in order to

ieolato the variance in group atmosphere created by differing adminintrativ

orientations between administrators, The Organisational Climate Questionnaire

should be used with a random scaple of teachers in any subject district, to

quantify differences between adndnistratorts, perception of support (GA score)

and the teacher's perception of group morale« And lastly, a longitidinal

study of administrator style of behavior over a number of ,years is recommended.

nil Another recces:ended replication study would be the

onccediuttion of Intepative *Orientation, the saiddle of the LPC

3O



distribution. Within the present research, the -significantly lower

number of teachers within the districts of integrative superintendents

tends to suggest that a smallar total district span of control produces

an integrative style of behavior.

In.' In any replication of the present experimental research, it is

roccemended that the researcher create a span of control measurement

deride in order to quantify the task structure for each administrator,

or as Fiedler describes it, to 1116&811140 the situational favorableness,

/the, axhatnistratorts environment.

1
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1
in Mankato State College

Mankato, Minnesota 56001

WE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS asml DEAN OF THE COLLEGE[50713191312

/'

To 'the Superintendeht, and
Elementary and Secondary Principals

Dear

One of the very important questions being asked among today's public
school administrators is: should we as administrators operate by
consensus of Opinion or Should we direct and control the actions
of our subordinates?

To answer this queStion, I have designed a research study which
looks at the decision-making situation among you and your fellow
administrators. Its purpose is not to evaluate your decisions, but
to examine the situation or con aenco in which you sit down over
coffee and make decisions about those problems confronting your district.

Would you take FIVE MINUTES at the most to answer two short,
nationally known and used, statistically verified opinionnairos
(reprinted by permission of McGraw Hill)? Participating school
districts were selected at random, and all information and opinions
will be handled with complete anonymity. Each school district will
receive a printed abstract of the results, in June. But it is
very important that we got-the in-put from each of you.

So, pleaoe complete the checklists and biographical information
and return in thelotamped envelope.

With our t nks, we remain

UAA-Citus
Mart D ncan
115 Armstrong 11
Dept. of E. Ad.
Mankato State College
Mankato, MN 56001

Members of committee:
Dr. P.O. Wnovold
Dr. C.1. Saiok
Dr.y.E. Beckman

IMPORTANT: SEPARATE AND DO NOT RETURN LETTE

"on wive opertunSty 'meow

WITH THE OPINIONNAIRES



OPINIONNAIIM ONS

People differ in the ways they think about those with wheel thoy work.
This may be important in working with others. Please give your i=tediate,
first reaction to the iter.r. on. the following page.

15

Cti the following page are pairs of words4which are opposite in
seeping, tsuch as Very Neat and Not Neat. You are-asked to describe
someone with whom you have worked by placing an 11101 in one of the
eight spaces on the line between the two words.

Each space represents .how well the adjective fits the person you
are describing, as if it were written,

Very Neat X s s Neat=1
Very.: Quite Same- Slightly Some- Quite Very
Neat Neat what Noat Untidy what Untidy Untidy

Neat Untidy

Por cc e_ amigos If you were to describe the person with whom you are
able rir Var.: :gist well, and you ordinarily tlAnn.: of bin as being quite
neat, you would put an VI in the second space from tties words Very Neat,,
as clone, HIV above.

If you ordinarily think of the person with whca you cab work
least well. as being only Mr.:ILlyt neat, you would put your VI as
follegss s

Very Neat 7 i
6

s )
"4-

s 31 ..,.._,-3-,.
Not eat

Very quite Demo- Slightly Sr-ce Quite. Very
Neat Neat what Neat Untidy what Untidy Untidy

Neat Untidy

If you think of him an beingUte erv. nnti , you would use the space
nearest the words' ot Nests

Very Neat 1 1 s 1 s T....4X Net Neat-6- -f- it-7- -3-- ---7---s---r-j "."---
. Vary Quite son©- Slightly Soma Quite Very

Neat Neat what Neat Untidy what Untidy Untidy
Neat Untidy

Look at the words at both ends of the line before you put in
your slue please remember that there are no iirIbt r =or answors;--,
Work rapid your first answer in likely ro wriro best. ID oa=o.
not emit any ktents, and mark each item may once.

Now.. think of the ea loyee of your school district with wheti. z oaf pan
worn: least well, in your job situation. lie may be regeno y wog"

1,-irz now, orge sty be seneone you knew in the past.

68



Re does not have to be the person you like least well) but
should be the person with whom you had the ntest difficulty in

. qett.ink a Aga done, Describe this person as he appears to 37ciixt

Pleasant t7. I.-r -r -r 7-'17
Friendly 82

."7". -r ""3-

Rejecting +1ts.3.)t_rs:_rs_,r_

Helpful° s

--"C -r -3-
ttnenthtidastia

Tense it it 1 --8-37" -5- 7- -3- 7

Distant ..371.1.Jsststi.L

Cold sill 81
Cooporatitimiertesnrs,.*.t...r

supportixe ir877-1-6J-5-1-7-8-77877J=

Boring 7.1.rs_37.1.7.1_3_877,17.113.

DnOleasant

Unfriendly

Accepting

Frustrating

Enthualastic

Relaxed ) ,

Close

ern

Uncooperative

Hostile

Interesting

larmonious

Hesitant

Inefficient

Cheerful

Quarrelscase

Self-assured s t $

Efficient : s :ir 7 "-b- 3 7- 1)

Gloomy I
"7". :"3" -6- "TIT-

Open s :
``Ir -5- T. -3 3,

69
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011naotehaRE TWO

Describe the atmosphere
of)

your group of employeessin your school(s)s

Pleasant lirs.;es.4.1.37s7.1.;r1+1.-.T. Unpleasant

Bad. * a t's Good.ar ""5"7 7."5" """"--r -1r

Worthless I s's t : Valuable-r 3, "r 7 "-ir
Distant t i soil-7" s Close

Warm t t.s Cold
.7-:77 6 75"- 4 3 2 'T..

Quarrelsome se Is t Is Harmonious
-37 3 4' -r "T"

Self-Assured 'so as s Is ,liesitant-r -r -r
Vaasa t t :_a_t_ra.ra_r Inefficient7-
. Oloos9:71.:_ra_rs_r. t as - Cheerful

PLEASE Fitz, IN THIS INFCRMATICtis

Circle A B. or C and complete .information behind pular present positions

A. Superintendent Enrollment and Teachers (District Total)

B. Elam. Principal Enrollment and Teachers (Your Building)

C. See. Principal _,,,,___Enrol` ment and. Teachers (Your Building)

Your total years eaperience as an administrator Count 74-75es

Your age Years in your current position Count 74-731$ 3.

rat SliPERINTENDENTS2 Bow many hours per week would you estimate you spend
in ..informal and formal conferences with your principals? Circle one bat",

rat PRINCIPALS, Row many hours per week would you estimate you spend dart
informal and formal conferences with your superintendent? Circle one below.

Hours por Week in Conferences 12 3 4 3 6 8 or more

DON'T PCIROET TO DETACH COVER lE BEFORE RETURNIt#3.
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Table A

Group Atmosphere Distribution
by Orientation

Count GROUP AMOS :Er E BY CRIENTATIONFs....ftim
Row Pet
Col Pot Row

Orientation Tot Pet I II In IV Total

Task Oriented 12 17 18 23 70
17.1 24.3 25.7 32.9 23.0
21.8 20.2 17.8 35.9
3.9 5.6 599 7,6

Integrative Oriented 31 53 60 22 166
18.7 31.9 36.1 13.3 54..6
56.4 63.1 59.4 34.4
10.2 17.4 19.7 7.2

Employee Oriented 12 14 23 19 68
17,6 20.6 33,8 427,9 22.4
21.8 16.7 22.8 29.7
3.9 4.6 7.6 6.3

Column 55 84 101 64 304
Toial 18.1 27.6 33.2 21.1 1000

Chi Square = 15.272 with 6 Degrees at Freedom; Significance DI ,0182

X2>14.45 - 0.025 (0.05 level of significance for two-tailed test)
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Table B

Anal Yeis of Covariance for Age
with Adsdnistrative Experience

Sur.'

63

0.........17.P.IM11.0170.**=17=4.11...1., .....a.IMONOP

Sum/Squares Sum/Sguares
d1' About dr.:_emzt

Treatment
(Between) 2 409621

Error
(Within) 301 19325.6 9284,8 10040.8 300 33.5

Treatment &
Error (Total) 303 23421.7 12026.1 11395.6 362

Difference for Testing Adjusted
Treatment Means, 1354.9 2. 617,4

NULL'ITYPOTHESISt NO DIFFERENCE AMONG TREATMENTS AFTER ADJUSTING WITH
OMR/ANTES.

F (2,300) = 20,240

TABLE OF COn'FICIENTS WITH AGE

F>4,61 = 0.01

Stand. Error T-ValueCooffioient
Treatment
(Between) 1.2168

Error
(Within) .5516 .0331 16.6558

Treatment &
Error (Total) .6030 .0338 17,8524
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Source

Treatment
(Between

Error
(Witbin)

Treatment &
Error (Total)

Difference for

Table C

Analysis of covariance for-Age
with Current position Tears

Sum/Squares Suct/sqtwres

88.0

13256,8 3942.6 7314.2 300

303 11344.8 39004 74430 302

Testing Adjusted
Treatment Meanie

Mean
S

24.4

129.8 2 64.9

NULL MITRES'S* NO DIFFERENCE AMONG T TMENTS AMR ADJUSTING wrra
COVARIATES.

F. (2,300 is 2.661 F >2.30 es OM

TABLE 07 COMPICII7NTS, WITH AGE .

Treatment
(Between),,

Error
(within)

Treatment &
Error (Total)

Coefficient stand. Error T-Value

.15a

.3594

.3434

.0283

.0273

12.7166

12.5801

5
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